Active Directory Auditing:
What It Is, and What It Isn’t

Abstract
What’s wrong with Active Directory’s native audit logging?
More importantly, what functionality do you really need in an

AD auditing solution, and where can you find those capabilities?
This white paper explains it all.

Introduction
Let’s talk about auditing in Active
Directory. Figure 1 shows what the
native tools give you.

Lots of data there. Not so much
information. We can see that the
“Success” audit policy for account logons
was removed. We can see that logon ID
0x3e7 made the change. Riiiight. We’ll
have to look that up later. But you know,
we can see what was changed. Cool. But
gosh, there’s so much more you might

At a recent TechEd
discussion,
attendees agreed
that auditing
was a balance
between “what the
organization wants,
and what it’s willing
to pay for.”

Figure 1. Native tools provide lots of data, but not much information
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want to know. “Who made the change?”
would be a good start, for example.
And you know, you would have found
this event only after digging for a bit,
because it would be logged only on the
domain controller where the change
was made, right? How many DCs would
you have to search through to find any
given event?
This actually just scratches the surface of
what’s wrong with Active Directory’s native
audit logging. Let’s look at the full list:
•

•

•

•

•

•
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It’s distributed. Want to find a problem?
You’ll have to look at every server’s log.
In Windows Server 2008 R2, you can
configure event forwarding, which will
at least consolidate all of the entries into
one server’s log, but you’ll also need to do
some performance and capacity planning
on that.
It’s intense. Crank up AD auditing to the
max level, and be prepared to deploy some
new DCs to help pick up the workload.
In fact, at a recent TechEd discussion,
attendees agreed that auditing was a
balance between “what the organization
wants, and what it’s willing to pay for,”
because more information equals more
workload, which equals more servers to
spread the workload across.
It’s not English. Out of the entire log entry
above, only a handful of data points are
immediately useful. The rest are going to
require lookups and cross references to
make sense of.
It’s not secure. Any administrator can wipe
the log, and it’s not even too hard to do
by accident. Yes, a message is left behind
saying that they did it, but the stuff they
erased is gone forever.
It’s a lot. The native filtering and searching
capabilities are okay, but because the logs
aren’t consolidated and because they don’t
always contain plain-English information,
it’s sometimes difficult to use the filtering
feature to actually find anything useful.
It’s administrator-only. At least, you’re not
likely to want your auditors, or anyone else,
browsing around inside Server Manager,
looking at events. But there’s no other way
to deliver that information to them – no
built-in reporting of any kind.

One solution is to use the Microsoft
Audit Collection Service, or MACS.
It’s designed to consolidate Security
Log entries, in near-real-time, into
a SQL Server database that can be
independently secured, and which
is more easily queried and searched
than the native event logs. Great idea
– except that MACS is available only
as part of System Center Operations
Manager, which isn’t exactly cheap, nor
easy to just set up and run. MACS also
won’t give you reporting, although
getting the information into SQL Server
at least opens up the possibility of
custom-building reports using SQL
Server Reporting Services. Sound fun?
Didn’t think so.

What do you need in
auditing, anyway?
If you’re going to be shopping for a
better approach to auditing, take a
minute to think about what you might
actually need. Here’s a wish list to get
you started:
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Consolidated. One log, for the entire
domain. Period.
Secure. Above all, you want the audit log to
be separated from administrator privileges.
They shouldn’t be able to clear it on a whim,
or deliberately, or by accident.
Performance. Capturing detailed auditing
information shouldn’t bring a DC to
its knees. There’s always going to be a
compromise between information and
performance, but you should be able to
strike a good balance.
Live View. Sometimes you need to see
what’s going on right now, or what’s just
recently happened. There should be a way
to do that without having to click “Refresh”
or open a dozen console windows to
different servers.
Detail. When was the change made?
Where? Who made it? What was changed?
Filters. We’re always going to have tons of
events in the logs; what’s needed is a way to
intelligently – and quickly – filter them down,
based on the users involved, or time ranges,
or by objects (or object types) affected.
Reports. What about being able to
run actual reports from the audit log,
and perhaps being able to have those

If you can get
your logs into
a database–
in close to realtime–then you’ll
get pretty much
everything you need
from those logs,
including all seven
of those desirable
capabilities.

automatically emailed as PDF or XLS files
on a scheduled basis? Man, the auditors
would love that.

It’s the database in
Active Administrator–
plus its intuitive
user interface –that
makes the difference.

You may have some other criteria, but
odds are that this list of seven key
capabilities will cover what most
organizations need from their auditing.
Looking at those seven capabilities,
you’ll find one common underlying
technology that can pretty much deliver
them all: a new-fangled thing called
a database. Yes, it’s that simple! If you
can get your logs into a database – in
close to real-time – then you’ll get
pretty much everything you need from
those logs, including all seven of those
desirable capabilities.
You see, Windows’ log files aren’t
stored in a database. They’re stored in
something a lot more like a text file,
which is what makes them lowerperformance and more difficult to
secure, search, filter, and report on. But
if those events were being copied into
a live, relational database, then you’d
get all the features that we normally
associated with databases: speedy
queries, fast searching, quick filtering,
and more. You’d also get the ability to
secure that database independently of
the native log files.
Of course, a database isn’t the complete
answer. You also need intelligence.
Like the guy who’s been working with
Windows since Windows NT 3.1, who’s
memorized the event ID numbers, who
can translate hexadecimal in his head,
and who knows the security ID (SID) of
every object in the domain.
Actually, that kind of a guy would
probably be creepy.

Getting the seven key capabilities
Active Administrator handles all seven
of the key capabilities we identified, and
then some. In addition to superior Group
Policy management, point-and-click
recovery capabilities, and centralized
management of permissions and
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delegation, Active Administrator has truly
effective auditing for Active Directory.
•

•

•

Use Live View to see what’s happening,
right now, in your directory, including
the “who, what, where, and when” details
that you need. Create reports that include
specific criteria for the events you want to
see, and then run those reports whenever
you want to – or even schedule them for
automatic delivery to whoever needs them.
Auditors will drool.
Use nine different filter criteria to narrow
down the massive event log into just the
events you want to see.
Best of all, events are consolidated in
near real time into a SQL Server instance,
which can be independently secured and
protected to create a truly tamperproof
audit trail.

It’s the database in Active Administrator
– plus its intuitive user interface – that
makes the difference. It’s fast because
it’s based on real database technologies,
not on just consolidating text files
into another text file. Layer on its
management interface and you’ve got a
speedy, powerful tool that lets you work
with event logs in ways you’ve probably
never imagined.
Active Administrator also brings the
event log intelligence you need –
without any creepy guys. It knows how
to translate event information into
plain English, so you’re not left wading
through hex code, translating SIDs, and
so forth. The most difficult information
gets translated for you, making those
events not only easier to find, but easier
to read – and easier to take action upon.
Why not see for yourself? At www.quest.
com/active-administrator, you can play
with Active Administrator in a live, online
TestDrive, or download a trial to try it
in your own environment. A complete
product walkthrough will show you
want to expect and outline its other cool
features. Get started today!
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